Shiva Nadi
Nadi astrology is nothing but a way to know the present and future of the individuals from the ancient
palm leaf records, composed by some enlightened souls of the dead past through their insight and
spiritual wisdom. Just to help their prosperity, they effected their lives and those records are being
preserved in the repository of this Astrological House. It is considered to be a divine dispensation
despite the various modes of astrological systems exist such as hasta samudrika shastra, sankya shastra,
jyotisha, nimita shastra, shakuna shastra, etc.
The Rishis were holy sages and enlightened saints, who occupied themselves in concentrating on the
only one ultimate "DIVINE BEING PARAMATHMA". They were able to know the future of the
inhabitants of the world by their foresight. With this foresight Rishis like Agasthiya, Kousika,
Vashishta, Mahashiva, Vakkiya etc. have envisaged the future of the individuals in transcendental
meditation and recorded the same just to help the mankind that occupies the world, to impart the
wisdom and to preserve dharma, ethics and morality that help the world to be on right track.
Rishis have confined their predictions only for human beings. Predictions are given only for such
persons, who were envisaged by Rishis wisdom that only for those who will come to obtain these
predictions through this holy script. The exact age in which each such person will come for obtaining
these predictions has also been inscribed on the palm leaves by the Rishis.
The predictions were inscribed on palm leaves in Sanskrit, like any other arts and sciences of ancient
days. They used a peculiar style of writing that is known as Devanagari - language of gods. Later days
some Tamil kings gathered all such palm leaves irrespective of the subjects they dealt upon and stored
them very carefully in their libraries. Driven by the passion of Tamil language, they translated the most
of records in to Tamil from Sanskrit and preserved them.
Mode of Nadi reading to the individuals
On his/her arrival, the individual is requested to give their thumb print (male right, female left) at first.
Thumb prints of individuals are not identical, they are unique as everyone knows. But on the basis of
some common features found inside the thumb print they are classified such as: Chakra (wheel),
Shanku (conch or shell), Meru (mound), etc., with some dots and accordance with those names entitled.
Out of experience and the knowledge that the Nadi reader gathered so far, he could identify the name
of the thumb at the moment he gets the print from the individual and starts to locate the division where
the related bundles are kept safely. Then he picks up the palm leaves bundles and starts to read the
leaves one by one to the individual, who sits at his presence, intending to obtain the forecast.
The reader starts to read some visible points one by one from the leaves and the individual is requested
to ascertain the statement that he reads simply by yes or no. If the person says yes, then Nadi reader
passes on to next statement in the same leave and so on ...... if persons says no then Nadi reader leaving
the leaf he reads so far he passes on to the next leaf but in the same bundle. For one person five to six
bundles might be available so to find the leaf can take some hours. Some time it might not be found. As
it is predetermined whose leaf must be read on that day, the Nadi reader reserves no rights in this
regard. If it is available it is his duty that he has to read, else he should simply tell the person that his
leaf is not available.

Some time Nadi reader might ask person to come after some days, months or years, if he realizes that it
is not right time to read the Nadi leaf to individual. Because every time that the major Grahas Guru and
Shani (planets Jupiter and Saturn) transit from Rashi to Rashi, Nadi readers return the palm bundles
that they read so far, and obtain some bundles that state the present exact position of these Grahas
(planets) viable to read. This is perhaps the reason that the person is directed to come after some time.
If the person confirms that all the statements that Nadi reader has read are true, reliable and matches
with his details such as his date of birth, name parentage, name of his spouse (if married), number of
siblings and kids, social and economical background and some details related to his profession etc. the
Nadi reader decide that this leaf belongs to the individual concerned. Then the Nadi reader starts to the
contents properly related to his future.
In our case as we will be many people in the group and we will not have 6-7 hours for one person to
find and read the leaf, we have agreed with Brahmin that he will travel with us during the all trip. To
ensure that we have done maximum possible to find leaves, we will send thumb print together with
application form by e-mail, and he will trace our palm leaves as well as in his library as well in central
library in Tamil Nadu.
The past events and happenings from the date of birth to date of perusal the leaf is not covering. This is
mainly to avoid wasting their insight and spiritual wisdom in explaining the events that had already
taken place in their lives. Please note, we have already stated at the beginning that the leaves are not
available for all the people, who emerged on the earth, yes it is available only to the fortunate destined.
Best of luck! We pray that you must be one among fortunate destined.
Chart of chapters to be perused
1. General Kandam: Contains general summary of the future predictions for the seeker. It is gist of
all the 12 houses of the horoscope.
2. Regarding family, Education, Speech, Eyes, Money and Intuition etc.
3. Regarding brothers & Sisters, affection, help or ill feelings between self and them.
4. Regarding mother, House, Land, Properties, Vehicles and the pleasures of life.
5. Regarding children, their births, reason for not having children, adoption, remedial measures for
getting children, their future.
6. Regarding diseases, debts, enemies, litigation & court cases, and remedial measures for the
above.
7. Regarding marriage, marital life, detailed information of future spouse, and planetary position
of the spouse, etc.
8. Regarding longevity, accidents and danger to life, planetary position of the day of death and the
place of death.
9. Regarding father, wealth, visits to holy places, fortune; Benefit from the preaching’s of Guru,
charitable deeds and social life.
10. Regarding career, job, profession, change of place, good-bad times in career, growth, prosperity
and losses in one's profession.
11. Regarding second or further marriages, profits in business, profits from side businesses, etc.
12. Regarding expenditures, foreign visits, next birth and attainment of salvation.
Separate Kandams:

13. Shanti Pariharam: This Kandam is regarding the past birth details, sins committed in past birth,
remedial measures that can dilute the effect of it.
14. Deeksha Kandam: Regarding the methods of preparing the Mantra Raksha, that has the power
to shield the self from evil forces of jealous and envy.
15. Aushadha Kandam: Regarding medicines for chronic diseases, method of preparing them and
taking them.
Special Chapters:
16. Dashabukti kandam: Prediction for running astrological period. This is more astrological and
can be understood only by the people who have at least basic knowledge in vedic astrology, or
have vedic astrologer with them during reading.
17. Gnyana kandam: It deals with spiritual life, gives the individuals to travel on the right tracks
that leads them to obtain gnyana – wisdom.
18. Political kandam: It deals with the political involvements of the individuals, if they are destined
so. The favorable and unfavorable periods in politics and the posts anticipated to occupy in
politics, as destined.

